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Abstract
A recent publication by Seng et al. in this journal reports the crystallographic structure of refolded, full-length SMN protein and
two disease-relevant derivatives thereof. Here, we would like to suggest that at least two of the structures reported in that study
are incorrect. We present evidence that one of the associated crystallographic datasets is derived from a crystal of the bacterial
Sm-like protein Hfq and that a second dataset is derived from a crystal of the bacterial Gab protein. Both proteins are frequent
contaminants of bacterially overexpressed proteins which might have been co-purified during metal affinity chromatography.
A third structure presented in the Seng et al. paper cannot be examined further because neither the atomic coordinates, nor the
diffraction intensities were made publicly available. The Tudor domain protein SMN has been shown to be a component of the
SMN complex, which mediates the assembly of RNA-protein complexes of uridine-rich small nuclear ribonucleoproteins
(UsnRNPs). Importantly, this activity is reduced in SMA patients, raising the possibility that the aetiology of SMA is linked to
RNA metabolism. Structural studies on diverse components of the SMN complex, including fragments of SMN itself have con-
tributed greatly to our understanding of the cellular UsnRNP assembly machinery. Yet full-length SMN has so far evaded struc-
tural elucidation. The Seng et al. study claimed to have closed this gap, but based on the results presented here, the only conclu-
sion that can be drawn is that the Seng et al. study is largely invalid and should be retracted from the literature.
Introduction
The survival motor neuron (SMN) protein has attracted the at-
tention of scientists working in basic and biomedical research
alike. This is due to the fact that the encoding gene is mutated
in the devastating disorder Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) and
that the protein fulfils a hitherto unknown function in the as-
sembly of RNA-protein complexes.
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Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a common recessive genetic
disease with an incidence of approximately 1 in 6000 live births
and a carrier frequency of 1 in 35 (1,2). SMA is one of the leading ge-
netic causes of early childhood death. The disease results in the
loss of alpha motor neurons in the ventral horn of the spinal cord
giving rise to progressive paralysis and premature death. In 1995,
the Melki lab uncovered that the vast majority of SMA patients
carry deletions or mutations in the survival motor neuron gene 1
(SMN1) (1), which is located within an inverted duplication on chro-
mosome 5 along with a nearly identical paralog, SMN2. The two
genes differ by five nucleotide changes, only one of which is located
within the protein coding region, a C to T transition located at posi-
tion 6 inside exon 7 of SMN2 (3). This mutation greatly enhances
skipping of SMN2 exon 7, resulting in production of a truncated
polypeptide, called SMND7 (4). SMN2 does express low levels of the
full-length transcript, whereas the vast majority of transcripts pro-
duced from SMN1 are full-length and represent the predominant
contributor of SMN protein levels. Although both transcripts are
translated, the SMND7 protein is unstable and degradation-prone,
resulting in drastically reduced levels of functional SMN protein
produced from the SMN2 gene. In SMA patients, SMN2 is the only
source of functional SMN protein and thus reduced levels of SMN
are highly correlated with the SMA phenotype.
Biochemical investigations of the SMN protein revealed that it
is part of a macromolecular complex, together with Gemins 2-8
and unrip (5,6). This so-called SMN complex displays a modular
composition in which SMN, Gemin2, and Gemin8 form the back-
bone onto which the peripheral building blocks Gemin3/4, Gemin6/
7 as well as Unrip bind to form the functional unit (7). The SMN
complex functions in the biogenesis of pre-mRNA processing
UsnRNP particles. In this reaction, a set of 7 Sm proteins is loaded
onto the snRNA to form the common core structure of these RNPs.
How this reaction is facilitated is largely unknown and can best be
understood by a combined approach involving functional biochem-
istry and structural biology. Towards this end, several laboratories
have attempted to crystallize components of the SMN complex.
Of note, the experimental structure determination of the iso-
lated full length SMN protein is exceedingly difficult due the
presence of extended (proline-rich) unstructured regions, as
well as its tendency to form high molecular weight oligomers of
variable stoichiometry. In a recent publication, Seng et al. (8) re-
port on the refolding, crystallization and structure determina-
tion of full-length SMN, the disease-relevant truncated SMN
species SMND7 (lacking exon 7) and an SMN1-4 variant, which is
lacking residues encoded by exons 5, 6 and 7. Here, we provide
strong evidence that the SMND7 diffraction dataset used in this
study is, in fact, derived from a crystal of the bacterial Hfq pro-
tein and that the diffraction dataset ascribed to full-length SMN
is actually derived from a crystal of the bacterial Gab protein.
Therefore, both of the reported structures (8) have to be re-
garded as incorrect. As neither the coordinates nor the dataset
of the SMN1-4 structure have been submitted to the PDB nor
have been made available to the public in any other way, no
valid information towards the structure of the SMN protein or
any of its variants can be deduced from the Seng et al. paper.
Results
Reported structure determinations of refolded SMN
protein variants
Seng et al. (8) presented the crystal structures of three variants
of bacterially expressed and refolded SMN protein. These in-
clude the full-length SMN protein, a truncated variant found in
SMA patients expressed from mRNA lacking exon7 (SMND7) and
a variant lacking exons 5, 6 and 7 (SMN1-4). Their work is based
on a 2.7 A˚ dataset collected from SMN1-4 crystals (completeness
99.9%, RMerge 15.8%, I/r(I) 6.4), a 3.0 A˚ dataset collected from
SMND7 crystals (completeness 88.9%, RMerge 13.2%, I/r(I) 4.1),
and a low resolution dataset collected at 5.5 A˚ resolution from
crystals grown from full-length SMN (completeness 61.3%,
RMerge 14.5%, I/r(I) 4.6). Atomic coordinates and diffraction data
for the SMND7 and SMN structures were deposited to the PDB
(PDB-Ids 4NL7 and 4NL6, respectively), but no data were depos-
ited for the SMN1-4 structure.
The SMN1-4 structure was initially solved by molecular re-
placement (MR) using a high resolution structure of the SMN
Tudor domain (PDB ID code 1MHN, (9)) as a search model. Using
the positioned Tudor domain (residues 89–147), the remainder of
the structure (residues 1–88 and 148–196) was fitted to the MR-
phased electron density without experimental phasing and with-
out the use of NCS symmetry. The final model was refined to
Rwork/Rfree factors of 22.8%/28.8%. This structure was subse-
quently used as a search model for MR with the assumed SMND7
dataset (PDB entry 4NL7), where residues 197–282 were fitted into
the model-phased density. Refinement of the final SMND7 model
resulted in Rwork/Rfree factors of 32.7%/34.0% (see Table 1 for the
complete statistics). Finally, the SMND7 structure was used as a
search model for MR with the low resolution SMN dataset (PDB
entry 4NL6). Three copies of the model were placed, the C-termini
(residues 279–294) were traced and built into density and the Ca-
only model was refined to Rwork/Rfree factors of 30.6%/32.9%.
The three SMN structures by Seng et al. are remarkable with
regard to the presence of two domains which exhibit completely
unprecedented folds: the N-domain comprising residues 1–86
and the C-domain comprising residues 208–282. The C-domain
is particularly surprising in that it includes a folded proline-rich
region with poly-proline helices. In addition, the structure con-
tains a second Tudor domain (Tudor-2; residues 151–207) that
was not predicted by bioinformatics approaches from its amino
acid sequence. Likewise, to our best knowledge, no secondary
structure prediction algorithm is able to predict the Tudor do-
main secondary structure assigned for Tudor-2.
Re-evaluation of the 4NL7 coordinates and dataset
A closer inspection of the deposited SMND7 model (PDB ID code
4NL7) revealed pronounced discrepancies in side chain orienta-
tions when compared to the model of the isolated Tudor do-
main (9). Strikingly, the majority of those residues that build up
the hydrophobic core in the high resolution SMN Tudor domain
structure (1MHN) point outwards from the centre of the Tudor-1
domain in 4NL7, such that its hydrophobic core appears ex-
ploded. Likewise, the three other domains do not possess any
distinct hydrophobic core, as a strikingly large fraction of their
hydrophobic residues are highly solvent exposed. The lack of
physiological packing of the amino acid side chains is reflected
in a packing score calculated by the program WHATIF (10) of -
3.6 for the residue range 1–272. This qualifies the 4NL7 crystallo-
graphic model as “certain to be incorrect”. Another striking feature
of the model is that despite its good stereochemistry (85% of the
residues in the preferred region of the Ramachandran plot,
no residues in the disallowed region according to Phenix (11),
Table 1), the expected backbone-backbone interactions for heli-
ces and b-sheets are either greatly distorted or fully absent.
Given the highly unusual, or even improbable, features of
the 4NL7 model, we reasoned that there could be a fundamental
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problem with the crystallographic structure solution. We there-
fore examined the underlying crystallographic datasets used by
Seng et al. (8). To our great surprise we discovered that neither
the SMN1-4 diffraction dataset nor the SMN1-4 model was de-
posited with the PDB. As SMN1-4 was the initially solved struc-
ture that then served as an MR template for the other two
crystal structures presented, it is impossible to repeat the MR
calculations used to determine the full-length SMN and SMND7
crystal structures.
The second dataset presented in the Seng et al. study is de-
rived from a crystal of full-length SMN and extends to only
about 5.5 A˚ resolution. It also exhibits a rather low complete-
ness of 61.3%, whereas usually a completeness in the 90% re-
gion or higher is desired. We therefore decided to focus first on
the presumptive SMND7 dataset extending to 3.0 A˚ resolution
and exhibiting a reasonable completeness of 88.9% in space
group C2. The overall RMerge of 13.2% for this dataset is high, but
still in a reasonable range while the RMerge for the outer shell is
comparably low with 25.0%. Finally, its low overall I/r(I) value of
4.1 is unusual and would be characteristic for very weak data or
could point to a processing or a space group problem.
Importantly, the values deposited in the PDB for the 4NL7 data-
set (completeness 96.7%, RMerge 35.2%, no I/r(I) value deposited)
do not correspond to those presented in the paper. It might
therefore be possible that the dataset used in the published
work is different from that deposited with PDB entry 4NL7, how-
ever the values for the cell constants are identical and the ac-
tual completeness corresponds to the value published in the
paper. If the extremely high overall RMerge reported in the PDB
were true, it would point to a severe problem with data process-
ing, symmetry determination or data collection. Despite several
requests made to the authors of the original publication by
email, no unmerged or raw data were made available. This left
us with the deposited merged datasets to solve the issues pre-
sented above.
Molecular replacement of the purported 4NL7 dataset
with Hfq as search model
Many crystal structures display symmetric properties that can-
not be described by crystallographic symmetry operators. If
such a non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) has a translational
character, it can often be detected by calculating a native
Patterson map, if it has a rotational characteristic, it can often
be detected by the calculation of the self-rotation function of
the crystal structure or the dataset. The native Patterson map of
the deposited dataset shows a peak at 21% of the origin peak, in-
dicating significant translational NCS. The self-rotation function
of the data shows a pronounced peak of 71% of the crystallo-
graphic peak height for the j¼ 60 and of 72% of the crystallo-
graphic peak height for the j¼ 180 section (Fig. 1 and Table 2).
These symmetry features are indicative of a 622 point group
symmetry. Since the basic architecture of the 4NL7 model is not
symmetric in any way, these features could not be reproduced
by calculated structure factors derived from the model. This
then led to the consideration of the possibility that the dataset
might have been collected from a crystal of a different, unre-
lated protein.
As the SMN protein was overexpressed in Escherichia coli and
purified and refolded on a nickel-NTA affinity chromatography
column, we inferred that the protein in question might be a
hexameric bacterial protein with affinity for Ni-NTA. As the E.
coli Hfq protein is known to possess both of these properties and
one or two Hfq hexamers (Fig. 2A) would fit the asymmetric
unit, we considered this to be a likely candidate for a crystal-
lized contaminant. Likewise, we noted that several Hfq entries
in the PDB, e.g. 4RCB (12) showed a remarkable similarity of unit
cell parameters to those of entry 4NL7. In addition, the primitive
cell for 4NL7 features striking resemblance to several E. coli Hfq
datasets deposited to the PDB (Table 3). A MR run in Phaser (13)
with the biological, hexameric unit of 4RCB and the 4NL7
Table 1. Model and refinement statistics for 4NL7/Hfq
4NL7, Seng et al.
publication
4NL7, calculated by
Phenix
4NL7, Re-refined
with Phenix
Hfq model, Refined against
reindexed 4NL7 dataset
Space group C2 C2 C2 P21
Cell constants (A˚, A˚, A˚, 107.1, 62.3, 57.1, 107.1, 62.3, 57.1, 107.1, 62.3, 57.1, 107.1, 62.3, 57.1,
,,) 90.0, 95.1, 90.0 90.0, 95.1, 90.0 90.0, 95.1, 90.0 90.0, 95.1, 90.0
Resolution (A˚) 3.0 14 - 3.0 (3.11 - 3.00) 14 - 3.0 (3.11 - 3.00) 14 - 3.0 (3.11 - 3.00)
No. of reflections
In refinement 7286 {6702} 6702 (657) 6702 (657) 6702 (657)
For Rfree – 312 (30) 312 (30) 312 (30)
Dataset completeness (%) 88.9 {96.7} 88.9 88.9 44.5
Rfree (%) 34.0 {29.6} 36.6 (31.2) 42.0 (34.2) 30.8 (33.7)
Rwork (%) 32.7 {29.6} 36.1 (33.0) 33.5 (31.7) 28.2 (33.0)
Protein residues – 272 272 792
Water molecules – 20 20 0
RMS (bonds) (A˚) 0.009 {0.013] 0.017 0.011 0.004
RMS (angles) () 1.74 {1.93} 3.08 1.56 0.73
Ramachandran favoured (%) 100 85 66 95
Ramachandran allowed (%) – 15 26 4.7
Ramachandran outliers (%) 0 0.37 8.1 0
Clashscore – 63.1 38.1 7.7
Average isotropic B-factor (A˚2)  {26.7} 26.9 17.3 92.8
 Protein – 26.9 17.4 92.8
 Water – 20.0 10.4 –
Values in () parentheses for highest resolution shell. Values in {} parentheses given if deviating information available in 4NL7 PDB header. Model statistics calculated
with Phenix.
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dataset in the original C2 space group instantly yielded Z-scores
of roughly 15 for the rotation function and Z-scores of more
than 8 for the translation function, indicative for a high proba-
bility of a correct MR solution. In total, two independent solu-
tions for the hexamer were found of which one was rejected by
the packing test. The significance of the second, rejected solu-
tion will be discussed later.
Visual inspection of the crystal lattice showed large gaps, in-
dicating an incomplete solution. We therefore assumed that the
space group might have been wrongly assigned and expanded
the dataset to space group P1. We also considered that the lat-
tice type might have been determined wrongly because of over-
looked weak reflections. Assuming a primitive instead of a C-
centred lattice with the same cell results in a P2 or P21 dataset
with half the original completeness. Re-running Phaser with
these re-indexed datasets, a convincing solution could be found
in space group P21 with two tightly packed hexamers in the
asymmetric unit (Fig. 2B and C) that without further manual ad-
justments of the model or the refinement protocol refined to an
Rfree of 34.9% using Phenix.refine with NCS restraints imposed
on the 12 Hfq protein chains within the asymmetric unit.
Further refinement with the high resolution Salmonella typhimu-
rium Hfq structure (14) from PDB entry 2YLB as a reference
model and comprising TLS refinement resulted in a model with
Rwork/Rfree factors of 28.2%/30.8% and excellent geometry. The
observed R-factors are still in the acceptable range for a struc-
ture of the observed resolution, but might be elevated due to
symmetry or other problems of the dataset, which is discussed
below. Finally, we note that the amino acid sequences of bacte-
rial Hfq and SMN do not display any obvious sequence homol-
ogy and hence cannot be reasonably aligned with the usual
bioinformatics tools.
Comparison between our hfq model and the 4NL7 SMN
model
The Rwork/Rfree factors registered in the PDB for entry 4NL7 are
29.5%/29.5%, the values reported in the publication are 32.7%/
34.0%. Phenix calculates values of 36.0/36.6 for the deposited
model and dataset. During re-refinement with Phenix.refine the
Rfree quickly rises to values above 40% and the model stereo-
chemistry deteriorates with Ramachandran outliers in the 8%
Figure 1. Self rotation function of the 4NL7 dataset, our Hfq model and the 4NL7 model. The three self-rotation functions were scaled relative to one another so that
the contour lines are at approximately the same absolute self rotation function value. The j¼180 sections for each of the three self rotation functions are displayed in
the upper row, the j¼60 sections in the lower row.
Table 2. Self-rotation function peaks at j¼ 60 and j¼ 180 indica-
tive of a 622 point group symmetry as percentage of crystallographic
peak height for the 4NL7 dataset, our Hfq model, and the 4NL7
model
Resolution 3 A˚ 5 A˚ 6 A˚
j () 60 180 60 180 60 180
4NL7 dataset 71% 72% 64% 57% 61% 66%
Hfq model 78% 77% 71% 68% 79% 79%
4NL7 model 31% 32% 26% 27% n. d. 30%
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range (Table 1). It therefore seems likely that the refinement of
the deposited model was carried out with strong
Ramachandran restraints and that the Rfree set might have
changed after the final refinement. In fact, the internal evidence
in the coordinates deposited with the PDB reveals that the
structure was actually refined without cross-validation, using a
least-squares target instead of the currently preferred maxi-
mum likelihood target (which would have required the use of
cross-validation data). In the deposited PDB entry, REMARK re-
cords state that all of the data belonged to the Rfree set, and
Rwork and Rfree have identical values. Given these inconsisten-
cies we refer to the refinement statistics generated from the
4NL7 model after re-refinement with five macrocycles with the
standard protocol in Phenix.refine (Table 1) in the discussion
that follows.
Based on refinements using Phenix, our refined Hfq model
fits with a roughly 10% better Rfree to the 4NL7 dataset than does
the deposited 4NL7 model. To further corroborate the
Figure 2. Crystal structure of the E. coli Hfq protein solved from the 4NL7 dataset. (A) - The Hfq hexamer in ribbon depiction. One protomer is coloured in purple, the His
residues are shown as pink sticks. (B) - View of the crystal packing along the c axis. (C) - View of the crystal packing along the a axis.
Table 3. E. coli Hfq entries in the PDB with cell constants (axis lengths
in A, cell angles in ) comparable to the 4NL7 cell reduced to P1
PDB ID code Space group a b c a b c
4NL7 Reduced to P1 62.0 62.0 94.4 57.1 94.4 60.4
2YHT P1 61.2 61.2 53.1 82.6 87.3 60.0
3QHS P1 61.9 62.2 81.3 78.6 86.2 59.9
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assumption that the 4NL7 model might be wrong, we compared
the self-rotation function of the data to the self-rotation func-
tion of each of the two models at different resolutions (Table 2).
The significant peaks for j¼ 60 and j¼ 180 at around 70% of
the crystallographic symmetry peak height for the data indica-
tive of a 622 point group symmetry is reproduced well in our
Hfq model at all tested resolutions. Conversely, the 4NL7 model
features only lower peaks at j¼ 60 and j¼ 180 that quickly di-
minish for j¼ 60 when the self-rotation function is calculated
at lower resolution. This observed resolution dependency for
the self-rotation function of the 4NL7 model is most likely due
to adaptation of finer model details to the dataset during the au-
tomated refinement.
Despite the low (44.5%) completeness of the dataset in space
group P21, our Hfq model shows reasonable real space correla-
tion coefficients; only the N- and C-termini are less well defined
(Fig. 3A). In contrast, the 4NL7 SMN model has significantly
worse correlation coefficients with no discernible trend (Fig. 3B).
We thus conclude that our model fits the 4NL7 data better than
the SMN model reported by Seng et al. in all investigated aspects
and hence the SMND7 model presented by Seng et al. cannot be
correct.
Examination of the 4NL6 dataset attributed to full-
length SMN
The findings reported above at the same time challenge the
model of the full-length SMN protein presented by Seng et al. as
this low resolution Ca structure was solved by molecular replace-
ment with SMND7 as a search model. We therefore moved on to
examine also the dataset attributed to a crystal of the full-length
SMN protein by Seng et al. (PDB entry 4NL6). These data were
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Figure 3. Real space correlation coefficient plot as a function of residue number. (A) Plot for peptide chain A of our Hfq model refined against the 4NL7 data in space
group P21. (B) Plot for the SMN model from Seng et al. from PDB entry 4NL7 without modifications.
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processed in space group C2, with cell dimensions a¼ 137.0A˚,
b¼ 169.8A˚, c¼ 108.8A˚ and beta¼ 128.5˚. However, the program
phenix.xtriage (11) suggested that the true symmetry of the data
set could be I422 or I4122, with cell dimensions a¼b¼ 120.2 A˚,
and c¼ 137.0 A˚. A search of the PDB for similar cell dimensions
and one of these space groups came up with two possibilities, ei-
ther D-amino acid oxidase from Rhodosporidium toruloides (PDB en-
try 1C0I, (15)) or the Gab protein from E. coli (PDB entry 1JR7, (16)).
Of the two, the Gab protein seemed a much more likely candi-
date, both because it comes from the expression organism and
because it has been identified as a contaminant that can yield
crystals (17). Molecular replacement trials were carried out in
Phaser, searching for four copies of either model in the reported
C2 space group. The search for four copies of Gab yielded a very
clear unique solution, with a final translation function Z-score of
21.6 and a log-likelihood-gain of 632, indicating a most likely cor-
rect solution. The solution obeys I422 symmetry, like entry 1JR7.
The resulting model could then be refined to Rwork/Rfree factors of
15.3%/24.9%. We note that most of the statistics included with
the deposited 4nl6 model do not match those given in the original
publication. In particular, the Rfree calculated by phenix amounts
to 48.3% (a value which is unacceptable for a final refined model)
rather than 32.9%, given in the publication (see Table 4 for com-
prehensive model and refinement statistics). We finally conclude
that our model fits the 4NL6 data significantly better than the
SMN model provided by Seng et al. Hence, the data for what was
reported as full-length SMN is unambiguously from the E. coli Gab
protein, which could have crystallized as a contaminant.
Discussion
Immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) is one of
the most common protein purification techniques used in
crystallography and other fields of molecular biology.
Typically, Ni ions bound to chromatographic media interact
with a 6-10 residue histidine tag at the N- or C-terminus of the
overexpressed protein. It is obvious that proteins from the
overexpression host possessing clusters of histidine residues
or an elevated content of this amino acid in flexible regions are
possible contaminants to this purification method. In fact, Hfq
(18) and Gab are, among other bacterial contaminants (19),
well-known impurities in IMAC-purified samples. Both crystal-
lize readily, Hfq in a remarkable number of different crystal
forms (20,21). It is therefore expedient for the protein crystal-
lographer to be alert for false-positive crystallization hits from
non-target proteins. Notably, for the 4NL7 dataset the
ContaMiner webserver (22) identifies Hfq as the highest scor-
ing molecular replacement template from its database of likely
crystallization contaminants (23). Consequently, during the
process of structure solution, well-established quality indica-
tors should be observed critically. In the present case, the un-
fortunate combination of limited resolution and limited
quality of the dataset, structural similarities (24) between the
intended target protein and the actually crystallized contami-
nant and the choice of the phasing method might have con-
tributed to refinement of an incorrect structure.
The evidence presented in this study unambiguously
proves that the dataset used by Seng et al. to solve the SMND7
structure is indeed derived from a crystal of bacterial Hfq.
Unless raw or unmerged data are made available, the actual
crystal symmetry of PDB entry 4NL7 cannot be verified, and
the considerable fraction of missing reflections of the re-
indexed P21 dataset cannot be recovered. The low complete-
ness of 44.5% would, under normal circumstances, disqualify
the dataset as useful for a structure determination. However,
the application of 12-fold NCS in conjunction with the fact that
a near-atomic resolution crystal structure could be used as a
reference model allowed a robust refinement of the Hfq struc-
ture against the 4NL7 data. We also note that our MR runs
identified a second solution with equal likelihood scores that
was discarded because of an elevated number of clashes.
Interestingly, the relationship between the two structures is
that they differ by a fractional translation of the second hex-
amer of 1/2, 1/2, 0, which corresponds to the crystallographic
Table 4. Model and refinement statistics for 4NL6/Gab
4NL6, Seng et al.
publication
4NL6, calculated by
Phenix
4NL6 dataset, reindexed and
refined against bacterial Gab
Space group C2 C2 I422
Cell constants (A˚, A˚, A˚, 137.0, 169.8, 108.8 137.0, 169.8, 108.8 120.2, 120.2, 137.0
,,) 90.0, 128.5, 90.0 90.0, 128.5, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0
Resolution (A˚) 5.5 5.5 (5.649 - 5.5) 5.5 (5.649 - 5.5)
No. of reflections
In refinement 7946 4511 (428) 4511 (429)
For Rfree – 198 (22) 198 (22)
Dataset completeness (%) 61.3 71.0 71.0
Rfree (%) 32.9 {34.2} 48.3 (46.6) 25.0 (30.8)
Rwork (%) 30.6 {29.9} 45.4 (49.2) 15.3 (21.0)
Protein residues – 880 1228
Water molecules – – 0
RMS (bonds) (A˚) – – 0.010
RMS (angles) () – – 1.25
Ramachandran favoured (%) – – 97
Ramachandran allowed (%) – – 2.7
Ramachandran outliers (%) – – 0.66
Clashscore – 30.7 10.92
Average isotropic B-factor (A˚2) – 30.7 199
Values in () parentheses for highest resolution shell. Values in {} parentheses given if deviating information available in 4NL6 PDB header. Model statistics calculated
with Phenix.
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C-centering operator that was discarded by expanding the
original dataset from C2 to P21. The structure factors calcu-
lated for the two models are exactly the same for the hþk
even reflections that are present in the expanded data,
whereas the hþk odd reflections that would be able to distin-
guish between them are missing. Because the hþk odd reflec-
tions are missing in our reindexed dataset, the electron
density for the second hexamer is actually expected to be an
average of the densities for the two possible MR solutions.
This agrees well with our actual observation of a significantly
weaker density and higher overall B factor for the second hex-
amer. It would require access to the original diffraction data to
sort out exactly what is going on, as there may also be compli-
cations from statistical disorder, twinning or possibly other
crystallographic pathologies.
Overall, the good refinement statistics (Table 1), notably the
low Rfree factor of 30.8% and the good agreement of the model
self-rotation function and the self-rotation function of the data
(Table 2) support the fundamental correctness of our model. We
therefore conclude that the SMND7 model presented by Seng
et al. is incorrect. We furthermore have provided clear evidence
that the dataset used to solve the structure of full-length SMN is
derived from a crystal of bacterial Gab as, after reindexing to
I422, our molecular replacement solution of this bacterial pro-
tein refines to a Rfree value that qualifies this solution as almost
certain to be correct. Finally, neither the coordinates nor the
dataset of the SMN1-4 model have been submitted to the PDB or
made available in any other way. Therefore, the results pre-
sented in Seng et al. are either wrong or not verifiable in their
entirety and all conclusions based on the three models are
hence invalid. We would also like to take this opportunity and
call upon the authors of the Seng et al. paper to make their dif-
fraction images available to the community to that the data can
be reprocessed and that this case can definitely be closed.
Materials and Methods
Self-rotation functions were calculated with Molrep (25) using a
30 A˚ integration radius. In order to make the three self-rotation
functions depicted in Figure 1 comparable, they were scaled rel-
ative to one another so that the contour lines are at approxi-
mately the same absolute self-rotation function value.
Molecular replacement was carried out with Phaser (13) with
data up to 3 A˚, 4 A˚ and 4.5 A˚ resolution, respectively, for 4NL7
and with all data to 5.5 A˚ for 4NL6. At all resolutions for 4NL7
similar top solutions for Hfq were observed, and a unique, un-
ambiguous solution was obtained for 4NL6 using the Gab pro-
tein as a model. After minor manual corrections at the C-
termini in Coot (26), the Hfq model containing two hexamers in
the asymmetric unit was subjected to 8 macrocycles of auto-
mated refinement with Phenix.refine (11) under application of
12-fold NCS restraints including overall B-factor refinement.
After eight more macrocycles cycles of refinement in Phenix
performed with additional torsion angle restraints generated
from PDB entry 2YLB (14) as a reference model and TLS refine-
ment treating each hexamer as a single group the refinement
converged. The Gab model was refined against the reindexed
4NL6 dataset with phenix.refine, restraining non-
crystallographic symmetry and using 1JR7 as a reference model
because of the low resolution of 5.5 A˚ for this data set. The
model quality of the resulting Hfq model, the 4NL7 and 4NL6 (8)
models and the Gab model was assessed and documented
(Tables 1 and 4) with Phenix.
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